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9 Integrating JavaScript 
and HTML

Objectives
You will have mastered the material in this chapter when you can:

Describe JavaScript and how it can • 
be integrated with HTML

Describe how the <div> tag • 
container is used to display text

Describe a valid JavaScript user-• 
defi ned function

Write the code to create a <script> • 
section on a Web page

Defi ne and describe JavaScript • 
variable

Extract the current system date• 

Calculate the number of days from • 
the current date to a future date

Use the innerHTML property to display • 
a dynamic message to a Web page

Write a user-defi ned JavaScript • 
function that changes the color of 
the browser’s scroll bar

Write a user-defi ned JavaScript to • 
open a Web page from a <select> 
tag <option> value

Use the lastModified property to • 
display the date the document 
was last modified.

Use an event handler to invoke a • 
JavaScript user-defi ned function 
when a Web page is loaded
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Introduction
Many individuals, organizations, and companies rely on their Web sites as a key vehicle to 
communicate with friends, members, and current and future customers. Web pages often 
announce upcoming events, provide updated information, or act as a sales tool or catalog. 
Regardless of the content, Web page features should spark visitors’ interests and entice 
them to return to the Web site. As with an advertisement, a Web page has six to seven 
 seconds to attract and retain someone’s attention. 

An effective way to make Web pages interesting and useful is to include dynamic 
content and to make the Web page interactive. One way to add dynamic content to a Web 
page is to use JavaScript code to display dynamic messages. This chapter shows you how 
to add JavaScript code to a Web page to make it more dynamic and attractive.

Project — Oakwood Elementary School Web Page
Oakwood Elementary School wants you to update their Web page with a dynamic 
 message, a drop-down menu to navigate to other Web pages, and to make the Web page 
more colorful. You suggest a dynamic message that can be easily modifi ed to address 
 current announcements, such as the number of days to a specifi c date or event; using  a 
drop-down list or jump menu for navigation to other Web pages, and changing scroll 
bar color to help balance the look of the page with the margin and banner colors. You 
also suggest including the date the Web page was last modifi ed so that users know the 
Web page content is current. Chapter 9 shows the JavaScript code to add these dynamic 
 features to create the Web pages shown in Figure 9–1. 

Overview
As you read through this chapter, you will learn how to integrate JavaScript onto a 

Web page, as shown in Figure 9–1, by performing these general tasks:

Write a JavaScript function to display a dynamic message in a <div> container• 
Write a JavaScript function to change the color of the scroll bar• 
Write a JavaScript function to use a drop-down list to link to new Web pages• 
Write a JavaScript function to display the date the Web page was last modifi ed and a • 
copyright message in a <div> container

9 Integrating JavaScript 
and HTML
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Figure 9–1 

(c)

(d)

(a)

Oakwood Elementary 
School home page

dynamic greeting 
counting number 
of days until 
Columbus Day

Oakwood Elementary 
School October PTO 
Meetings Web page

Oakwood Elementary 
School Student State 
Achievement Test page

Oakwood Elementary 
School October Fest 
Fundraiser Web page

(b)(b)

(c)

scroll bar color 
matches color 
scheme of Web 
page banner

drop-down list 
links to other 
Web pages
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JavaScript
Before adding JavaScript code to your Web page, you should understand some basics about 
the programming language. JavaScript is an event-driven, object-based programming 
 language that provides various types of functionality to Web pages, such as the ability to inter-
act with the user. An event-driven programming language is one that responds to events, such 
as a Web page loading or a user clicking a Submit button. JavaScript is object-based because 
it is a scripting language that uses built-in objects that belong to the browser. 

Built-in objects are values that are common to a browser (arrays, dates, strings, 
etc.), which neither depend on nor belong to another object. Table 9–1 contains a general 
list of the built-in JavaScript objects common to many browsers. JavaScript developers 
can create new objects based on the built-in objects, and the new objects inherit proper-
ties from the original objects. For more information about these objects, see the JavaScript 
Quick Reference in Appendix G.

Table 9–1 Built-In JavaScript Objects

Object Description

Array Returns an ordered set of values

Boolean Converts objects to Boolean values

Date Accesses the system time and date

Document Represents the content of a browser’s window

General Project Guidelines
When adding JavaScript or any scripting language to a Web page document, the actions 
you perform and decisions you make will affect the appearance and characteristics of the 
fi nished Web page. Before you write the JavaScript code, you should follow these general 
guidelines:

1. Determine what you want the code to accomplish. The JavaScript tasks in this chapter 
calculate the number of days to a future date and display a dynamic message that 
includes the current date and number of days until another date, change the color of the 
scroll bar, use a drop-down menu (HTML <select/options>) to link to other Web pages, 
and display a copyright notice and date the Web page was last modifi ed at the bottom 
of the Web page. 

2. Determine where on the Web page you want the code to appear. JavaScript code should 
always be placed in the <head> section of the HTML code. To display messages at specifi c 
locations, JavaScript can send text to a <div> container tag. By using a <div> container 
and the innerHTML property, a JavaScript user-defi ned function can display dynamic 
messages at any location in the <body> of the HTML document. In this project, <div> 
container tags are used to display a dynamic message beneath the Oakwood Elementary 
School banner, and to display the date last modifi ed and copyright information at the 
bottom of the Web page.

3. Determine where you want to store the Web page during development. The storage 
location of HTML code and associated images is very important. A best practice is to 
create folders to organize HTML fi les and graphics in a specifi c location. This practice 
makes fi nding and maintaining links to graphics and other Web site pages easy.

When necessary, more specifi c details concerning the above guidelines are presented at 
appropriate points in the chapter. The chapter also will identify the actions performed and 
decisions made regarding these guidelines during the creation of the Web page shown in 
Figure 9–1 on the previous page.

Plan 
Ahead

JavaScript Advantages 
and Disadvantages 
JavaScript allows for faster 
response in client pages 
to requests such as form 
validation. JavaScript 
code downloads faster 
than other kinds of 
applets, like Java or Flash, 
and no extra plug-in is 
needed to execute the 
JavaScript code. The main 
disadvantage to JavaScript 
is that diverse browser 
versions may not execute 
JavaScript as intended.

B
T
W

Object-oriented 
Programming (OOP)
Object-oriented 
programming is an 
approach to programming 
in which the code that 
operates on the data is 
packaged into a single 
unit called an object.

B
T
W

Event-driven 
Programming 
Code in event-driven 
programs executes only 
when a certain event, such 
as clicking a button, triggers 
the code to execute.

B
T
W
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Object Description

Form Represents forms created with the <form> tag

Function Accesses information about specifi c functions

History Keeps track of Web pages visited

Image Represents images created with the <img> tag

Location Switches to a new Web page

Math Performs calculations

Navigator Obtains information about the current Web browser

Number Supports special constants

RegExp Describes patterns of characters

Screen Gives platform-specifi c information about the user’s screen

String Represents a set of characters

Window and Frame Represents a browser window or every frame within a browser window; every frame is a 
window and uses the same properties and methods as the window object

JavaScript objects have properties and methods. Properties are attributes that 
describe an object’s characteristics. As shown in Table 9–2, an object and its property are 
written by separating the object from its property with a period. A specifi c value can be 
assigned to a property, as shown in the following example:

cat.breed=“American curl”

where the cat is the object, breed is the property, and American curl is the value assigned 
to the property.

Table 9–2 Object and Property

General form: object.property

Comment: where the object is stated fi rst, then a period, then the descriptive property. A value can be 
assigned to the property, or the property can return a value, as shown in the examples below.

Examples: document.bgColor=“lightblue” 
browser=navigator.appName

Methods are actions that an object can perform. For example, methods associated 
with the cat object might be eat, play, and sleep. An object and one of its methods would 
be written as:

cat.play()

where cat is the object and play is a method of the cat object. Methods are followed by 
parentheses, which may be empty, or may contain an argument.

An argument is a value given to a method. Some methods require arguments, and 
others do not. For example, given a cat object and the play() method, the argument “ball” 
describes a toy a cat may play with and would be written as:

cat.play(“ball”)

where the argument “ball” describes the toy the cat plays with.

Table 9–1 Built-In JavaScript Objects (continued)

Other Scripting 
Languages
Although JavaScript and 
VBScript are the two 
main client-side script 
languages used today, 
there are over a dozen 
other scripting languages 
that work on specifi c 
platforms or operating 
systems. For example, 
PHP Perl. Perl stands for 
Practical Extraction and 
Report Language, and was 
developed by NASA’s Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory.

B
T
W

Object Inheritance 
Once a built-in object has 
been converted to a new 
object, the new object 
inherits all the properties 
and methods available to 
the original object.

B
T
W
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As shown in Table 9–3, the general form of writing an object with its method is 
similar to writing objects and properties.

Table 9–3 Object and Method

General form: objectname.method(argument values)

Comment: where objectname is the object, method is the action, and argument values are optional items 
or instructions the method should use. A period separates the object name from the method. 

Examples: window.open(Url, “”, “toolbar=no,width=500,height=400,status=no,resize=yes”)
window.alert(“This is a message”) 
var ToDayDate=Date.toString( )

User-Defi ned Functions
A function is JavaScript code that is written to perform certain tasks repeatedly. 

A user-defi ned function is JavaScript code written by a Web developer to perform a par-
ticular task. The function can be used whenever that task is needed, eliminating the need 
to repeat the code several times throughout an application. Functions replace large sets of 
JavaScript code that are too large to fi t within an HTML attribute. Functions are placed 
in a JavaScript section within the <head> section of the HTML code. 

JavaScript also contains a number of built-in functions called global functions, such 
as close() to close a window, open() to open a window, and print() to print the contents of 
a window. Most of these functions actually belong to the window object, but because the 
window object is assumed, they are called built-in functions. For a complete list of built-in 
functions, see the JavaScript Quick Reference in Appendix G. 

In this project, one of the user-defi ned functions uses a <div> tag container. A  container 
is an HTML tag that identifi es a section of HTML code using the id attribute. The <div> 
tag container defi nes a division or section of code that groups similar elements together. 
To uniquely identify this <div> container, use an id attribute, with a unique id value not 
used by any other tag.  In this project, the id value will be used by JavaScript to assign text 
to that container. Because an empty division contains no other tags or text, it can be used 
to dynamically display text at a particular location within a Web page.

Most JavaScript user-defi ned functions are called or invoked using event handlers. 
An event is the result of an action, such as a mouse click or a Web page loading into the 
browser. An event handler is JavaScript’s way to associate an action with a function. In 
this project, you fi rst write the functions, and then the event handlers that will associate 
the functions with specifi c events, such as loading the Web page.

Create a <div> tag container to display a dynamic message.
To display a dynamic message on a Web page, you must:

Identify the location within the Web page in which a dynamic message displays. • 
In this Web page, you determine to place the dynamic message between the two 
horizontal lines beneath the banner.

Create a <div> tag container for your message.•  You need to create a <div> tag 
container with an id attribute, which will identify that division as separate from any 
other <div> tag and act as a holding location for the message. This container, working 
in conjunction with the innerHTML property, will display the dynamic message. 

Plan 
Ahead

JavaScript Methods and 
Arguments
Not all JavaScript methods 
require an argument. In 
fact, with some methods, 
if an argument is used, it 
generates an error.

B
T
W

JavaScript Help
Many Web sites provide 
help for JavaScript 
developers. To fi nd 
such Web sites, search 
for keywords such as 
“JavaScript Tutorials” or 
“JavaScript Help” in any 
good search engine.

B
T
W
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To Open an Existing HTML File

The following steps show how to open the chapter9-1.html fi le included in the Data 
Files for Students, in which you will place the <div> tag container.

  Start Notepad++, and, if necessary, maximize the window. 

  Click View on the menu bar. If the Word wrap command does not have a check mark next 
to it, click Word wrap.

  With a USB fl ash drive plugged in to your computer, click File on the menu bar and then 
click Open on the File menu.

  Navigate to the Chapter09\ChapterFiles folder on the USB drive.

  Double-click chapter9-1.html in the list of fi les to display the HTML code for the 
chapter9-1.html Web page, as shown in Figure 9–2.

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 9–2

fi le name displayed 
on title bar

fi le name displayed 
on tab

HTML code displayed 
in edit window
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To Enter a <div> Tag Container

The following step illustrates how to enter the <div> tag with the id attribute. No other tags or text are needed 
between the beginning <div> and the closing </div> tag.

Click the blank line at • 
line 41 and type <div 
id=“displayDate”> 
and press ENTER.

Type • </div> and 
do not press ENTER 
(Figure 9–3). 

1

Figure 9–3

Writing User-Defi ned Functions
User-defi ned functions are normally written in the <head> section so that this 

code is loaded before the remainder of the Web page. The user-defi ned functions in the 
Oakwood Elementary School Web page do the following: 

Calculate and display the number of days until Columbus Day.• 
Change the color of the scroll bar to match the Web page colors.• 
Display the date the Web page was last modifi ed.• 
Use the <option> tag values in a <select> list as a drop-down menu linking to other • 
Web pages.
The code in the user-defi ned function in the <head> section is not executed until a 

JavaScript statement calls or invokes the function. To call a function means to invoke or 
execute the function. The general form of a user-defi ned function is shown in Table 9–4.

Table 9–4 User-Defi ned Functions

General form: function functionName(optional parameters) { 
        JavaScript Code
}

Comment: where functionName is the name of the user-defi ned function, the optional parameters 
represent values or properties passed to the function that will be used by the function in the 
JavaScript code. JavaScript Code is the statements that execute.

Examples: function showBrowserName() { 
        alert(“You are using” +navigator.appname)
}
function getSum(myform) {
        var sum= document.Calculator.Amount1.value+document.Calculator.Amount2.value
}

press ENTER key 
at end of line 41, 
not after line 42

insertion point

Placing JavaScript 
Functions in the 
<head> Section
Always place your 
JavaScript functions in 
the <head> section to 
ensure they are loaded 
completely before they 
are called.

B
T
W
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Table 9–5 shows the naming conventions for a function name with valid and invalid 
examples. A function name must begin with a letter or an underscore; it may contain 
numerals, but may not contain any spaces, punctuation (such as periods or commas), or 
reserved words. Values or parameters are passed to the function by placing a variable name 
between the parentheses.

Table 9–5 Valid Function Names

Rule Valid Function Names Invalid Function Names

Must Start with a letter or 
underscore

verifyForm()
_3Ddisplay()

3Ddisplay()

No periods allowed or other 
punctuation allowed

get_Cookie() make.cookie()
valid,form()

No spaces allowed calcPayment() calc payment()

No hyphens allowed popWind()
pop_Wind()

pop-upWindow()

To display a message with the current date and the number of days until a specifi c future 
date, you must:

Create the <script> section in the <head> section• . In this project, the <script> sections will 
be placed in the <head> section. 

Defi ne variables• . A set of variables must be defi ned to work with the system date to 
calculate the number of days from today to Columbus Day.

Calculate the number of days until Columbus Day• . To calculate the number of days to 
Columbus Day, you write code to subtract the current date from the future date. 

Display a message string• . Use the innerHTML property to place the message to the 
Web page. 

Close the <script> section• . All HTML tags must have a closing tag. If you fail to close 
the <script> section, you will have undesired results. 

Add the event handlers to call the function to display a dynamic message when the • 
Web page loads.

Plan 
Ahead

Inserting <script> Tags in the <head> Section
Although JavaScript code can be placed anywhere in the HTML code in a <script> 

section, developers follow the coding practice and place user-defi ned functions and vari-
ables in the <head> section. Placing the JavaScript code in the <head> section ensures that 
all the JavaScript is loaded and interpreted before the user can begin using the Web page. 

In this chapter, you use only JavaScript features that work in the latest versions of 
Microsoft Internet Explorer. JavaScript sections always start with a <script> tag, which 
indicates the language being used. Similar to other HTML tags, the JavaScript <script> 
tag has a start <script> tag and an end </script> tag.

The general form of the script tag is shown in Table 9–6 on the next page. The 
<script> tag supports several attributes, including src, type, and defer. In the past, the start 
<script> tag was written as <script language="JavaScript">, but, as noted in the Table 9–6 
example, the preferred style is to use the type attribute. If the type or language attribute is 
omitted, most browsers default to JavaScript.

The <!-- HTML comment line after the <script> tag is used to hide the JavaScript 
code in the event a browser does not recognize the JavaScript code. Like all other HTML 
tags, it must be closed. 

Script Sections
Many Web developers 
recommend inserting 
the start <script> tag 
and the end </script> 
tag immediately as the 
Web page is modifi ed 
or constructed. The 
important rule to 
remember is that a 
complete set of <script> 
tags must be included, 
both <script> and 
</script>.

B
T
W
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Table 9–6 JavaScript Section

General form: <script src=“url” type=“content-type” language=“language” defer>

Comments: where script is the script tag, src specifi es the location of an external script URL, type indicates 
the content-type or specifi c scripting language, language is a deprecated attribute, and defer 
is a Boolean attribute that indicates whether the script is going to generate any document 
content. The type attribute is supported by the XHTML and XML standards. The src,  language, 
and defer attributes are optional.

Example: <script type=“text/javascript”> 
<!- -Hide from old browsers
     miscellaneous JavaScript code
//-->
</script>

To Enter the Start <script> and Comment Tags

The following step illustrates how to enter the <script> and HTML comment tags.

In the Notepad++ • 
fi le chapter9-1.html, 
click line 9 
(a blank line).

Type • <script 
type=“text/
javascript”> as 
the beginning of the 
script and then press 
the ENTER key.

Type • <!--Hide from 
old browsers and 
then press the ENTER 
key to put the insertion 
point on line 11 (Figure 9–4).

Why is a > character not included on the HTML comment line? 

Because the comment does not actually end until after the JavaScript code that you do not want to display in an older 
browser. The end comment tag (//-->) follows the JavaScript code. When the browser sees the > character, it treats that 
character as the end of the comment. 

1

Q
&

A

Figure 9–4

Using JavaScript Variables
As in other programming languages, JavaScript uses variables to store values temporarily 

in internal memory. A variable’s value can change, depending on the results of an expres-
sion or data entered by a user from a form. Variables must have a unique name, and must 
follow the same naming conventions as user-defi ned functions. JavaScript variable names 
are case sensitive, which means the variable name months is different from the variable 
name Months. Table 9–7 shows the rules with valid and invalid variable name examples.

code to begin JavaScript section 
embedded in body of HTML code 
and end </script> and comment 
tags will be entered when script 
section code is completed insertion point

HTML Comments within 
JavaScript
Within a <script> section, 
an HTML comment 
often is added to hide 
the JavaScript from old 
browsers. The HTML 
comment is a tag that 
begins with <!-- and ends 
with -->. If you fail to 
close the HTML comment 
properly in the <script> 
section, it could hide the 
remainder of your Web 
page and it will not be 
visible in the browser.

B
T
W

JavaScript Comments
Comments can be added 
to JavaScript in two 
ways. The double slash 
[//] is used to indicate a 
comment for a single line. 
To comment multiple lines 
with a script, begin the 
comment with a slash and 
asterisk [/*] and place an 
asterisk and slash [*/] to 
end the comment lines.

B
T
W
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Table 9–7 Naming Conventions for JavaScript Variables

Rule Valid Name 
Examples

Invalid Name 
Examples

Name must begin with a letter or underscore menu $menu

Rest of name must be letters, numerals, or underscores Last_Name Last-name

Name may not use spaces, hyphens, or punctuation ZipCode zip.code or zip code

Name may not contain JavaScript objects, properties, and 
reserved words

xNow Date

JavaScript variables are considered global, unless the variable is defi ned within a 
user-defi ned function, in which case it is considered a local variable. Global means that 
the variable value is available for use anywhere inside the HTML fi le Web page. To defi ne 
a variable as global, it must be declared in the <script> section before any of the user-
defi ned functions. Local means that the variable’s value is available only in the function 
in which it is defi ned.

A variable’s data type, the type of data it stores, such as text or numbers, must be 
known so the computer knows how to store and manipulate the data. JavaScript has four 
data types: numeric, string, date, or Boolean. Numeric data types hold numbers. String 
data types are variables that hold characters or a combination of letters, numbers, or symbols. 
Date data types contain a date and time. Boolean data types contain logical data that 
can be one of two values, such as True/False or Yes/No.

JavaScript variables are loosely typed, which means they do not have to be assigned 
an initial specifi c data type as in other programming languages. Instead, JavaScript defi nes 
the data type by declaring the variable with an initial value. This feature allows variables to 
be fl exible and store any data type. Web developers, however, do not recommend chang-
ing a variable’s data type in the middle of JavaScript code. This action may create an error, 
which can be very diffi cult to fi nd. Table 9–8 shows the general form of declaring a vari-
able and assigning a value to it. 

Table 9–8 Assigning Values to Variables

General form: var variableName=value

Comment: where var is an optional keyword to designate a variable; variableName is a valid variable name; 
and value is the string, numeric, date, or Boolean value being assigned to the variable

Examples: var NickName=“Jasper” // This variable is a string data type 
var lineCnt=1 // This variable is a numeric data type 
var Continue=false // This variable is a Boolean data type

In the examples in Table 9–8, the keyword var, meaning variable, appears before the 
variable name. A keyword, or reserved word, is a word with special meaning in a pro-
gramming language. The JavaScript var keyword is optional for global variables; however, 
it is good programming practice to precede the variable name with the var keyword the 
fi rst time it is defi ned. In addition, the var keyword is required for local variables defi ned 
within a function.

Undefi ned Variables
If a variable’s value, which 
has not been defi ned or 
declared previously, is used 
or displayed on the Web 
page, JavaScript assigns 
the value “undefi ned” 
to that variable. An 
undefi ned variable 
can cause errors in 
mathematical calculations.

B
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Extracting the Current System Date
The built-in Date() object accesses the current system date and time. On the 

Oakwood Elementary School Web page, the Date() object and several of its methods are 
used to extract the current system date and then display it on the Web page as part of 
the greeting.

To manipulate the Date() object, a new object instance must be created. Table 9–9 
shows the general form of the JavaScript statement to create a new object instance, which 
uses the new keyword and assigns the built-in object to a variable. This variable is referred 
to as an object instance variable. 

Table 9–9 Creating a New Object Instance 

General form: var variableName=new Builtin_Object

Comments: where variableName is the name of the new object instance, new is the required keyword, and 
Builtin_Object is the name of the object from which the new object instance is to be created

Examples: var sysDate=new Date() 
var sysDate=new Date(“October 8, 2012”) 

The Date() object allows developers to enter a specifi c date and time other than 
the current system date and time. The fi rst example shown in Table 9–9 has no specifi c 
date value provided, thus the current system date and time from the computer is stored in 
the variable sysDate. The second example in Table 9–9 has a specifi c date value enclosed 
within quotation marks inside the parentheses. That value, October 8, 2012, is assigned to 
the object instance variable sysDate. 

Converting the System Date to a String To use the date and time value 
stored in the variable sysDate, the variable fi rst must be converted to a string using the 
 toLocaleString() method. Table 9–10 shows the general form of the toLocaleString() method.

For the dynamic greeting on the home page, you need to calculate the number of days 
between two dates. First, you must extract information about the current date using the 
following steps:

Obtain the current system date with the Date() object and create a new object • 
instance.

Use the toLocaleString() method to convert the date to a string to be manipulated.• 

Use the indexOf() method to fi nd the space between the month and the day of the • 
week to extract the month.

Use the substring() method to extract the day of the week from the string.• 

Use the substring() method to extract the remainder of the date from the string.• 

Use the indexOf() method to locate the position of the year in the string.• 

Use the substring() method to extract the day of the week.• 

Use the substring() method to extract the current year.• 

Use the substr() method to extract the year from the string.• 

Plan 
Ahead

Date() Object
The Date() object 
can use three other 
methods to build a 
string for a current date: 
getDate(), getMonth(), 
or getFullYear(). The 
getDate() method returns 
the date in the month; 
getMonth() returns the 
value of the month as a 
number from 0 to 11 with 
0 representing January; 
and the getFullYear() 
method returns the four 
digit year. Because the 
getMonth() method 
returns an integer that 
represents the month, 
the developer must add 
1 to the result to get the 
current month.

B
T
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Extracting the System 
Date
The results in extracting 
the Date are based upon 
the how the system date 
is stored. Individual users 
and other countries may 
use different computer 
settings. The default 
display is: Day Month 
Date, Year  HH:MM:SS 
AM/PM. 

B
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Table 9–10 toLocaleString() Method

General form: var variable=dateString.toLocaleString()

Comment: where dateString is an object instance and the toLocaleString() method converts an object 
instance of the Date() to a string using the default display format used on the client computer

Example: var curDate=sysDate.toLocaleString()

Result: curDate contains the date and time stored as: Day of the Week, Month, Date, Year HH:MM:SS

Once the current system date has been converted to a string, the JavaScript 
indexOf(), substring(), and substr() methods can be used to extract the day of the week, 
the month, date, the year, and the hours (HH), minutes (MM), and seconds (SS) to be 
displayed on the Web page.

Using the indexOf() Method Table 9–11 explains how the indexOf() method 
searches a string for a particular value, which is enclosed within the quotation marks, and 
then returns the relative location of the parameter value within the string. If the search 
fi nds the value in the search string object, the indexOf() method returns the relative posi-
tion of the value within the string object. If the search value is not found, the indexOf() 
method returns a negative one (−1).

Table 9–11 indexOf() Method

General form: var position=stringValue.indexOf(“x”)

Comment: where stringValue is a string in which a search is conducted, x is the value to be searched for within 
the stringValue, and position is the location of x in the string. The value x must be a literal value.

Examples: curDate=“October 8, 2012” 
dateLocate=curDate.indexOf(“,”)

Result: returns the relative position of the comma found in the string value of curDate: 9

Using the substring() Method to Extract the Month from a String The 
substring() method uses two parameters (x,y), where x is the starting point of the string 
and y is the location of the last character needed. If only an x parameter is given, the 
 substring() method returns all the characters starting at that position through the end of 
the string. Table 9–12 describes the general form of the substring() method.

Table 9–12 substring() Method

General form: var variable=string.substring(x,y)

Comment: where string is any string object. The substring method extracts a portion of a string, starting at 
location x and ending at location y. x and y may be constants or variables.

Example: weekDay=dayofweek.substring(0, dateLocate)

Result: the variable weekDay contains the substring

Using the substr() Method Table 9–13 on the next page describes the substr() 
method. The substr() method is similar to the substring() method, in that it extracts part 
of a string. Although the methods perform similar functions in JavaScript, they differ in 
how they use parameter values. The substring() method uses the exact byte locations in 
a string to extract part of the string between the x and y locations, whereas the substr() 
method uses a length value to extract y number of characters starting at x location. 

IndexOf() Method
Using the IndexOf() 
method, items in a select 
list are indexed in the 
order in which they 
appear in the list. The fi rst 
item is indexed as 0 (zero). 
Set the selectedIndex 
property to 0 (zero) to 
clear any existing selected 
items.

B
T
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Using the Current Year 
in IndexOf()
When extracting 
the system date and 
comparing it to another 
day, the date you search 
for in the system Date 
in the IndexOf() method 
must match the current 
year, or you will received 
incorrect results.

B
T
W
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Table 9–13 substr() Method

General form: var variable=string.substr(x,y)

Comment: where string is any string object instance. This method extracts a portion of a string, starting at 
location x for a length of y. x and y may be constants or variables.

Example: var dayofweek = today.toLocaleString()    // Converts date into string as: Day, Month Date, 
Year HH:MM:SS AM/PM

year=dayofweek.substr(yearLocate, 4)

Result: the variable year contains the four-digit year

Both the substring() and substr() methods use relative addressing as a means of 
locating characters in a string. A relative address is the location of a byte in a string of 
bytes, as defi ned by its position relative to the fi rst byte in that string. As an example, 
assume the data in Table 9–14 is a string value stored in the variable birthDay. The address 
of the fi rst byte in a string of characters is zero (0). To extract the year 2012 from the 
string using the substring() method, the JavaScript code would be written as:

birthDay.substring(17,20)

Table 9–14 Relative Addressing

F r i d a y , M a r c h 9 , 2 0 1 2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Table 9–15 shows the JavaScript code used to extract the system date for the 
Oakwood Elementary School Web page. The JavaScript code uses the toLocaleString(), 
substr(), substring(), and indexOf() methods of the Date() object to obtain the current  system 
date and then extract the weekday, the date, the month, and the year. Once these values have 
been extracted and assigned to variables, they can be displayed on the Web page.

Table 9–15 Code to Extract the System Date

Line Code

11 function countDown() {

12     var today = new Date()

13     var dayofweek = today.toLocaleString()

14     dayLocate = dayofweek.indexOf(“ “)

15     weekDay = dayofweek.substring(0, dayLocate)

16     newDay = dayofweek.substring(dayLocate)

17     dateLocate = newDay.indexOf(“,”)

18     monthDate = newDay.substring(0, dateLocate+1)

19     yearLocate = dayofweek.indexOf(“2012”)

20     year = dayofweek.substr(yearLocate, 4)

Line 11 starts the JavaScript function, countDown(). The function must include 
the open brace. Line 12 creates the new date object instance variable, today, and assigns 
the current system date and time to the variable. Line 13 converts the date and time value 
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stored in the today variable to a string, using the toLocaleString() method and assigns it 
to the dayofweek variable. To fi nd the day of the week in the string, the indexOf() method 
in line 14 looks for the fi rst blank space in the string. Line 15 uses the substring() method 
to extract the day of the week, while line 16 extracts the remainder of the string, which 
includes the month, day, year, and time. Line 17 looks for the comma that separates the 
date from the year using the indexOf() method. Using the address of the comma, the 
 substring() method in line 18 extracts the date. To fi nd the year, line 19 uses the indexOf() 
method and the current year to determine the starting address of the year. When insert-
ing the date at line 19, you must use the current year. Line 20 uses the substr() method, 
using the starting address from the indexOf() method and length of the year, which is four 
 characters long. 

To Extract the Current System Date Using the Date() Object

This step illustrates how to write JavaScript code that uses the Date() object and its methods to extract the 
current system date.

If necessary, acti-• 
vate the Notepad++ 
window.

If necessary, click • 
line 11 below the 
<!--Hide from old 
browsers statement.

Enter the JavaScript • 
code shown in 
Table 9–15, indenting 
as shown. Press ENTER 
at the end of each 
complete line of code. 
If the current year is 
different from 2012, 
replace 2012 with the 
current year in the 
indexOf() method on 
line 19.

After typing the last • 
line in Table 9–15, press 
the ENTER key twice to 
leave space for addi-
tional JavaScript code.

Compare what you typed to Figure 9–5. Correct any errors before proceeding.• 
Why is some of the code in Figure 9–5 indented?

The code is indented with the SPACEBAR for ease of reading. It does not affect the execution of the code. You may want 
to indent sections of code to make it easier to identify.

What happens if a different year is entered in the indexOf() method than what is in the system?

The year will never match and JavaScript returns unknown results, but not as an error message.

1

Q
&

A
Q

&
A

Figure 9–5

statements to extract current system date; 
object instance variable, today, will be 
used to calculate number of days from 
current date until specifi ed future date 

current year entered

insertion point 
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Calculating the Number of Days Until a Future Event
Calculating the number of days until a future date can be useful for a dynamic 

greeting. With the Oakwood Elementary School Web page, each time users view the Web 
page in a browser, the Web page displays a greeting that notifi es them of the number of 
days until Columbus Day.

Creating a Date() Object Instance to Store a Future Date To calculate the 
number of days until a future date, an object instance of the Date() object must be created 
using the future date. As previously discussed, the Date() object can have a specifi c literal 
date as a value, which is assigned to an object instance variable. For example, the JavaScript 
code to set the date to Columbus Day, which is October 8, 2012, is written as follows:

var ColumbusDay = new Date(“October 8, 2012”)

The object instance variable ColumbusDay now will contain the future date of October 8, 2012. 

Calculating Milliseconds Between Two Dates Using the  getTime() 
Method The next step is to calculate the milliseconds between the current date and 
the actual date of Columbus Day using the getTime() method of the Date() object. The 
getTime() method returns the number of milliseconds that have elapsed since January 1, 
1970 at 00:00:00 and another date. Calculating the number of milliseconds between two 
dates is easier than trying to count actual days because each month has a different num-
ber of days and it may be necessary to take leap years into account. After determining the 
number of milliseconds, you then can convert that value to days.

To determine the number of milliseconds between a current date and another date, 
the JavaScript code should be written to subtract the value returned by the getTime() 
method of the future date and the value returned by the getTime() method of the current 
system date. For example, in this chapter, the JavaScript code is written as follows:

var daysToGo = ColumbusDay.getTime()-today.getTime()

where the variable daysToGo will contain the number of milliseconds between the future 
date and the current system date.

Converting Milliseconds to Days and Rounding Up Using the ceil() 
Method After calculating the number of milliseconds between the current date and 
Columbus Day, the next step is to convert the milliseconds to days. To convert millisec-
onds to days, the JavaScript code is written to divide the number of milliseconds stored in 
the daysToGo variable by the product of 1000*60*60*24. This expression represents the 
1,000 milliseconds in a second, the 60 seconds in a minute, the 60 minutes in an hour, and 
the 24 hours in a day.

The steps required to calculate a future date for a dynamic greeting include:

Create a Date() object instance with the future date and the current date.• 

Use the getTime() method on the current and future date, calculate the milliseconds • 
between the current date and the future date by subtracting the current getTime() 
date from the future getTime() date.

Convert the number of milliseconds to days using the Math.ceil() method to round up • 
to the next integer.

Plan 
Ahead
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The value returned from the calculation daysToGo/(1000*60*60*24) probably will 
contain a decimal value. The Oakwood Elementary School Web page, however, should 
display the number of days to Columbus Day as an integer value. The ceil() method of 
the Math object is used to round up to the nearest integer (for example, if the result is 
12.843 days, 13 will display because of the ceil() method). The general form of the ceil() 
method is shown in Table 9–16.

Table 9–16 Math ceil() Method

General form: var variable=ceil(value)

Comment: where value may be the result of any calculation. The ceil() method returns a value that rounds 
the value up to the next highest integer.

Examples: var myResult=ceil(−3.8) 
var myNumber=ceil(4.179)

Result: myResult is −3 
myNumber is 5

The JavaScript code for the Oakwood Elementary School Web page is written as 
follows:

var daysToColumbusDay = Math.ceil(daysToGo/(1000*60*60*24))

which fi rst fi nds the product of 1000*60*60*24, then divides the value stored in the 
 daysToGo variable by this product, and then raises the result (rounds up) to the next 
 highest integer. 

To Calculate the Number of Days to a Future Date

The code to calculate the number of days to a future date is shown in Table 9–17. Line 22 creates the 
ColumbusDay object from the future date of Columbus Day in 2012. Line 23 subtracts the number of milliseconds 
of the current date (today.getTime()) from the future date (ColumbusDay.getTime()). Line 24 converts the number 
of milliseconds to days.

Table 9–17 Code to Calculate the Number of Days to Columbus Day

Line Code

22 var ColumbusDay = new Date(“October 8, 2012”)

23 var daysToGo = ColumbusDay.getTime()-today.getTime()

24 var daysToColumbusDay = Math.ceil(daysToGo/(1000*60*60*24))

The step on the next page illustrates how to enter the code to calculate the number of days to Columbus Day.
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If necessary, click • 
line 22.

Enter the JavaScript • 
code shown in 
Table 9–17 on the 
previous 
page. Enter 
the cur-
rent year’s 
Columbus Day date 
in line 22, if neces-
sary. Press ENTER at 
the end of each com-
plete line of code.

After typing the last line in Table 9–17, • 
press the ENTER key twice (Figure 9–6).

Compare what you typed to Figure 9–6. Correct any errors before proceeding.• 
Can a date only be entered as “October 8, 2012” in the Date() object? 

The date can be entered as 2012, 9, 8 in the Date object. Because the Date() object starts numbering the months with 0, 
that means October is 9. 

1

Q
&

A

Figure 9–6

Using JavaScript to write dynamic text to a Web page.
Before writing dynamic text to a Web page, you need to determine what your message 
will say and how you will format it for display. Most messages will be a combination of text 
strings and variables. Text can be formatted using standard HTML tags or using embedded 
styles. Embedded styles can be placed in <p> or <span> tags to format text.

Plan 
Ahead

Displaying Text and Variable Values 
to a Web Page with innerHTML

After the number of days until Columbus Day has been calculated, this data can 
be  written on the Web page using JavaScript. To write data directly to the Web page, 
JavaScript can use the write() or writeln() methods of the document object. These meth-
ods, however, will not be useful in user-defi ned functions located in the <head> section. 
Instead, to display text at a specifi c location, developers use the innerHTML property in 
association with the id value of a <div> tag container. Table 9–18 shows the general form 
of the innerHTML property.

Table 9–18 innerHTML Property

General form: tag_id.innerHTML=“text string”

Comment: where tag_id Is the Id attribute of a designated container tag, and text string is any combination 
of HTML tags, text, and variables  

Examples: displayDate.innerHTML = “Today is “+weekDay+” “+monthDate+” “+year+”. We have 
“+daysToColumbusDay+” days until Columbus Day.    “

insert current year 

code to calculate number of 
milliseconds between current 
date and future date

JavaScript code 
to convert 
milliseconds 
into days insertion point after 

pressing ENTER key twice

future date object 
used in line 23 

today object defi ned 
in line 12

1000 milliseconds in a second 
60 seconds in a minute 
60 minutes in an hour 
24 hours in a day

JavaScript Strings
The recommended 
maximum length of a 
string is 256 characters 
or bytes. This limit is 
based on a limit of older 
browsers.

B
T
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JavaScript writeln() 
Method
The writeln() method 
works only in HTML tags 
that either are sensitive 
to the new line character 
(“/n”) or the carriage 
return, line feed, such as 
the <textarea> tag.

B
T
W

code to assign future date 
to ColumbusDay variable
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To display the contents of a variable as part of a text string, JavaScript can  concatenate 
text and variables to create a seamless string of characters. Concatenate means to join or link 
together. The symbol for concatenation is the plus sign (+). 

Table 9–19 Code to Write a Message to the Web Page

Line Code

26 displayDate.innerHTML = “<h3>Today is “+weekDay+” “+monthDate+” “+year+”. 
We have “+daysToColumbusDay+” days until Columbus Day.</h3>”

27 }

The following step illustrates how to display text and variables using the innerHTML property.

Click line 26, if • 
necessary.

Enter the JavaScript • 
code shown in 
Table 9–19 to create 
the message text 
with the stored val-
ues. Press the ENTER 
key only at the end 
of each complete 
line of code. 

Press the • ENTER key 
once more after the 
last } in Table 9–19 to 
leave a blank line between user-defi ned functions (Figure 9–7).

Can the innerHTML property be used for anything else? 

The innerHTML property can retrieve the contents of any tag that has an id attribute. The id attribute values must be 
unique for each tag. 

How does JavaScript know to concatenate instead of add when it sees the plus sign (+)?

When the JavaScript interpreter identifi es the values surrounding a plus sign (+) and they are not numeric values, it will 
attempt to join them together. 

1
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A
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Figure 9–7

insertion point after 
pressing ENTER key twice 

JavaScript code 
to construct 
and display 
dynamic 
message

brace to close 
JavaScript user- 
defi ned function

To Display Text and Variable Values to a Web Page Using innerHTML

Table 9–19 shows the code to write a simple welcome message that concatenates text with the values stored in 
several variables. In line 26, the innerHTML property is used to place data directly to a Web page in the <div> tag 
container. The text message string encloses the HTML tags in quotation marks within the text message string. The 
plus sign (+) concatenates the three variables weekDay, monthDate, and year together, along with the text message 
and variable daysToColumbusDay. Placement of quotation marks is important and you must include closing HTML 
tags. Line 27 is the closing brace for the countDown() user-defi ned function.
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Changing the Color of the Browser Scroll Bar
Currently, cascading style sheets (CSS) do not have an offi cial standard style for 

changing colors of the browser scroll bar that is recognized by all browsers. To modify 
the scroll bar, JavaScript needs to know the object so it can assign new style values. 
The getElementsByTagName() method will identify the scroll bar object for JavaScript. 
Table 9–20 shows the general form of the getElementsByTagName() method.

Table 9–20 getElementsByTagName() Method

General form: document.getElementsByTagName(‘html’)

Comments: where getElementsByTagName() is a method of the document object and ‘html’ is the object 
to be returned. Tag element must be entered as a string in single quotation marks and is 
case sensitive. The returning values are returned in an array format, so that each element can 
be referenced individually by an array value. The returned value also can use any properties 
associated with that value. The example shows the method to create an object of the html tag 
styles named styleObject.

Example: styleObject=document.getElementsByTagName(‘html’)[0].style

To modify the colors of the scroll bar, use the styleObject object name with the 
standard scroll bar properties: FaceColor, ArrowColor, HighlightColor, 3DlightColor, 
 DarkshadowColor, TrackColor, and ShadowColor. For example, to change the FaceColor 
of the scroll bar write

styleObject.scrollbarFaceColor=“#006600”

where the color must be written as a standard color name, a hexadecimal value, or defi ned 
by using the rgb() values method.

On the Oakwood Elementary School Web page, the scroll bar colors should be 
changed so the scroll bar is orange and the scroll bar track is yellow.

Changing the color of the browser scroll bar.
The scroll bar color can be changed with a JavaScript user-defi ned function. To change the 
scroll bar color, follow these guidelines:

JavaScript must have access to the object (the scroll bar). Use the getElementsByTagName() • 
method of the document object to assign the “HTML” object to a variable. The 
getElementsByTagName() method returns an array of elements belonging to the identifi ed 
object and all associated properties to that object.

Using the variable as an object, JavaScript can set values to the various scroll bar • 
properties: FaceColor, ArrowColor, HighlightColor, 3DlightColor,  DarkshadowColor, 
TrackColor, and ShadowColor.

Assign a color that matches or complements the colors on the Web page to at least the • 
FaceColor and TrackColor.

Plan 
Ahead

To Enter the User-Defi ned Function to Change the Browser Scroll Bar Color

Table 9–21 shows the code to change the scroll bar colors. Line 29 defi nes the function as scrollColor(). Line 30 
defi nes the style property of the <html> tag and assigns it to an object, so face color and track color can be changed in 
lines 31 and 32. Line 31 changes the color of the scroll bar face to orange using a hexadecimal value. Line 32 changes 
the scroll bar track color to yellow using a hexadecimal value. Line 33 closes the scrollColor() function.

Color Values
For the most fl exibility 
in using colors, Web 
developers suggest using 
either the hexadecimal 
version or the rgb() 
method version to assign 
a color. Be careful in 
using a standard color 
name. Color names like 
“lightblueaqua” may not 
be recognized by the style 
property.

B
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CSS and Scroll Bars
Not all browsers support 
the CSS scroll bar color 
attributes. Internet 
Explorer, however, will 
modify the scroll bar 
properties using JavaScript 
and the getElementsByTag 
method associated with 
the <html> tag.

B
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Table 9–21 Code to Change the Browser Scroll Bar Color

Line Code

29 function scrollColor() {

30    styleObject=document.getElementsByTagName(‘html’)[0].style

31   styleObject.scrollbarFaceColor=“#fbb040”

32   styleObject.scrollbarTrackColor=“#ffe700”

33 }

The following step illustrates how to enter the user-defi ned function to change the browser scroll bar color in 
the <head> section.

If necessary, click • 
blank line 29.

Enter the JavaScript • 
code shown in 
Table 9–21.

Press the • ENTER key 
twice after the last } 
to leave a blank 
line between user-
defi ned functions 
(Figure 9–8).

1

Figure 9–8

Using the Location Object and selectedIndex 
Property to Link to a New URL

As shown in Figure 9–1 on page HTML 411, the Oakwood Elementary School 
Web page also includes a drop-down list that allows users to select items from a drop-
down menu. Depending on the item selected in the select list, the code will link users 
to one of three Web pages containing information about the October fundraiser, the 
October PTO meeting, or the state achievement test.

When a user selects an item in the select list, the selectedIndex property of the 
select list returns the value of the selected item. The selectedIndex values of the items in a 
select list are considered to be numbered, starting with zero for the fi rst item. The second 

Using the select list as a drop-down menu.
To use a <select> list as a drop-down menu, a user-defi ned function must make use of the 
following: 

The window’s location property (window.location), to which a URL can be assigned, • 
and which changes the location of the Web page in the browser.

The selectedIndex property to identify which item was selected in the drop-down menu list.• 

Plan 
Ahead

insertion point after 
pressing ENTER key twice

scrollColor() function changes color of 
browser scroll bar and scroll bar track 
to orange and yellow, respectively

The selectedIndex 
Property
The selectedIndex 
property cannot be used 
alone; it must be used 
in full reference to the 
particular select list, the 
form it belongs to, and its 
options.
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item is number one, and so on. The value returned by the selectedIndex property is an 
integer, starting with zero for the fi rst item in the list. Table 9–22 shows the general form 
of the selectedIndex property.

Table 9–22 selectedIndex Property

General form: var varname=formName.SelectListName.selectedIndex

Comments: where varname is a variable, formName is the identifi er of the form that holds the select list, 
SelectListName is the name of the select list, and selectedIndex is a property that returns an 
integer corresponding to the position of the item in the list

Example: var menuSelect=myForm.Menu.selectedIndex

As you learned in earlier chapters, the text that appears for each item in a select 
list is enclosed in <option> tags. The option tag also supports a value attribute, as shown 
in the code in Figure 9–9. The value in the value attribute describes the item and can be 
assigned to a variable.

This variable can then be used to assign the new Web page location to the window’s 
location property. This statement will load a new URL into the browser. Table 9–23 shows 
the general form of the location property.

Table 9–23 Location Property

General form: object=window.location or window.location=URL

Comments: where object is a variable or some other object that can display the URL of the current window, 
and URL is the address of the Web page to display. The use of the window object is optional.

Examples: myform.textbox.value=window.location
window.location=“http://www.scsite.com”

Table 9–24 shows the JavaScript code for a loadInfo() function that uses the selected 
Index value to determine which item in a list was selected, assigns the value attribute for 
that item, and then uses that variable to create a URL.

Figure 9–9

code to assign 
selectedIndex 
value to build URL

select list options 
for URL names

location property opens 
Web page at new URL

option values 
selected by 
selectedIndex 
property

values from form 
passed to loadInfo() 
function

this.form refers 
to the form 
announceMenu
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Table 9–24 Code to Change Location

Line Code

35 function loadInfo(myForm) {

36    var menuSelect=myForm.Menu.selectedIndex

37    var menuUrl=myForm.Menu.options[menuSelect].value+“.html”

38    window.location=menuUrl

39 }

The selectedIndex property then is used on the object name of the select list and the 
form. Line 35 defi nes the function name. The form object, myForm, is passed to the func-
tion from the select list name attribute. In line 36, the selectedIndex statement assigns the 
numerical value of the item selected from the list to the variable menuSelect. In this line, 
menuSelect is a variable name, myForm is the identifi er of the form that holds the select 
list, and Menu is the name of the select list. The options property of Menu refers to the 
<option> tag in the select list, while selectedIndex indicates the integer value of the item 
selected in the select list. Line 37 concatenates the value attribute of the selected item 
(menuSelect) with the fi le extension .html to create a URL. The URL name is concat-
enated to the .html fi le name extension using the plus sign (+). Line 38 uses that URL to 
load that Web page into the browser window. Line 39 closes the function. 

To Enter the User-Defi ned Function to Link to a New URL 
Using the Drop-Down Menu List

The following step illustrates how to enter the user-defi ned function to link to a new URL using the 
drop-down menu.

Click line 35 if • 
necessary.

Enter the JavaScript • 
code shown in 
Table 9–24 to enter 
the options and links 
for the drop-down 
menu list.

Press the • ENTER key 
twice after line 39 
(Figure 9–10).

1

Figure 9–10

insertion point 
after pressing 
ENTER key twice

code for loadInfo() 
user-defi ned function 
to link menu items 
to corresponding 
Web pages
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Displaying the Date the Document Was Last Modifi ed
Most Web developers agree that a Web page should display the date the Web page 

was last modifi ed, so visitors are aware of how current the Web page content is. For the 
Oakwood Elementary School Web page, the date last modifi ed should appear at the 
 bottom of the page in a smaller font to keep the message from distracting the user (see 
Figure 9–1 on page HTML 411). 

JavaScript provides an easy way to display the date by using the lastModifi ed 
 property of the document object. The lastModifi ed property displays the date in the form 
of mm/dd/yyyy followed by the time in the form of hh:mm:ss. Table 9–25 shows the gen-
eral form of the lastModifi ed property of the document.

Table 9–25 lastModifi ed Property

General form: document.lastModifi ed

Comment: where lastModifi ed is a property of the document object that returns the date the document 
was last saved

Example: var lastDateModifi ed= document.lastModifi ed

Table 9–26 shows the code to place the <div> tag container for the copyright and 
the date last modifi ed text.

Table 9–26 Code to Create the <div> Tag Container for the Copyright and Date Last Modifi ed

Line Code

124 <div id=“displayCopyRight”>

125 </div>

Table 9–27 shows the JavaScript code to create a <script> section to display the date 
and time the document was last modifi ed and a copyright message.

Table 9–27 Code to Display the lastModifi ed Date

Line Code

41 function copyRight() {

42    var lastModDate = document.lastModified

43    var lastModDate = lastModDate.substring(0,10)

44     displayCopyRight.innerHTML = “<h6>The URL of this document is 
“+document.URL+”<br />Copyright Oakwood Elementary School”+”<br />
This document was last modified “+lastModDate+”.</h6>”

45 }

Writing the date last modifi ed on the Web page.
The date the Web page was last modifi ed indicates how current the information is. When 
writing this content, you should follow these guidelines:

Determine what your message will be. Many Web pages display a copyright notice • 
with the date last modifi ed. 

Create a <div> tag container with the id displayCopyRight.• 

Create a text message string enclosed in quotation marks and include the • 
document.lastModifi ed property with the text string. 

Use the innerHTML property to assign the message to the <div> tag container.• 

Plan 
Ahead

The .lastModifi ed 
Property
The .lastModifi ed property 
may return different 
values than expected 
with older browsers and 
unknown Web servers.
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Line 41 defi nes the copyRight() function. Line 42 assigns the date the Web page 
was last modifi ed and assigns it to a temporary variable, lastModDate. Line 43 uses the 
substring() method to extract the date portion only. Line 44 uses the innerHTML prop-
erty to assign the message string to the <div> tag container. The document.URL displays 
the Web address of this document. Line 45 closes the function. 

To Include the Date Last Modifi ed and a Copyright Message in a Text String

The following steps show how to enter JavaScript code to include the date last modifi ed and a copyright 
 message in a text string.

Scroll down and click • 
line 124. 

Enter the JavaScript • 
code In Table 9–26. 
Do not press the 
 ENTER key after the 
last line.

1

Figure 9–11

Figure 9–12

Scroll up and click • 
line 41.

Enter the JavaScript • 
code shown in 
Table 9–27. 

Press the • ENTER key 
after each line, and 
press the ENTER key 
twice after the } in 
line 45 (Figure 9–12).

2

Completing the JavaScript Section
As you know, all HTML tags must have start and end tags to separate them from 

other page elements. To complete this section of JavaScript code, it is necessary to add the 
end comment tag and the end </script> tag. 

JavaScript code to extract 
date last modifi ed and 
display only fi rst 10 characters 
of date in format mm/dd/yyyy

division <div> tag 
with id attribute for 
copyright and date-last-
modifi ed information

line 44 is concatenated 
string message assigned 
to id attribute of <div> 
tag to display message 
at bottom of Web page

insertion point 
after pressing the 
ENTER key twice

do not press ENTER 
after closing </div> tag
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To Enter the End Comment and End </script> Tags

Table 9–28 shows the code used to close the start <script> tag on line 9 and the start comment tag on line 10, 
as entered in Figure 9–4 on page HTML 418.

Table 9–28 Closing the Script Section

Line Code

47 //-->

48 </script>

If necessary, click • 
blank line 47.

Enter the JavaScript • 
code shown in 
Table 9–28 and do 
not press the ENTER 
key after the last line 
(Figure 9–13).

What happens if a 
<script> section is 
not closed properly? 

If the HTML com-
ment line is used and 
it is not closed properly, 
the rest of the Web page document will be treated as a comment. When the user 
attempts to view the Web page, nothing will appear after that comment line. 

Why is the comment needed in <script> sections? 

Some browsers or mobile Web devices do not interpret JavaScript code correctly, so the comment hides the JavaScript code. 
If the comment line is not closed properly, the Web page may not display from the point of the comment forward, thus giv-
ing the impression the Web page is blank. If this occurs, always check to ensure the end comment tag was included. 

1

Q
&

A
Q

&
A

Figure 9–13

Using event handlers to call user-defi ned functions.
Event handlers must be placed with the object (such as a button, drop-down list, or HTML tag) 
that controls the event. In this chapter, the events are load and change, so you use the event 
handlers onload and onchange to call the user-defi ned functions. In this chapter, you will:

Place the onload event handler in the <body> tag.• 

Place the onchange event handler in the <select> tag that starts the drop-down menu list.• 

Plan 
Ahead

closing HTML comment line 
and closing </script> tag

insertion point; do 
not press ENTER 
key after closing 
</script> tag

Line 47 ends the comment, <!--Hide from old browsers, that was started on line 10. If the HTML comment 
line is used and it is not closed properly, it will read the rest of the Web page document as part of the comment. The 
end </script> tag on line 48 ends the JavaScript code section and prevents the HTML code that follows from being 
interpreted as JavaScript code. 

The following step shows how to enter the end comment tag and the end </script> tag.
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Calling JavaScript Functions Using Event Handlers
Now that you have added user-defi ned functions to count down to a certain date, changed 
the scroll bar color, created a drop-down menu list, and added the date last modifi ed at the 
bottom of the page, you need to add code that calls these functions when the Web page is 
loaded. JavaScript has two basic methods to call functions. One method to call a function 
is to use event handlers and object methods. The other method is to code the function 
name in a JavaScript section at the logical point of execution. The user-defi ned functions 
written in this chapter execute using event handlers.

As you have learned, an event is the result of an action, such as a mouse click or a 
window loading. An event handler is a way to associate that action with a function. For 
example, when a user clicks a button or a check box, a JavaScript user-defi ned function 
may be associated with that event. The associated function will execute if the event is cap-
tured and then triggers, or calls, the JavaScript user-defi ned function. The general form of 
an event handler is shown in Table 9–29.

Table 9–29 Event Handlers

General form: <tag attribute eventhandler=“JavaScript code”>

Comment: where tag is the HTML tag; attribute is a property of the tag that can have a value assigned to it, 
eventhandler is the name of the JavaScript event handler, and JavaScript code is the instruction 
to execute, usually in the form of a function name

Example: <body onload=“scrollColor()”>

JavaScript event handlers make Web pages more dynamic and interactive by allow-
ing JavaScript code to execute only in response to a user action, such as a mouse click 
or selection of an item in a list. For a complete list of event handlers, see the JavaScript 
Quick Reference in Appendix G. You use the onload and onchange event handlers in the 
Oakwood Elementary School Web page.

To have a JavaScript user-defi ned function execute automatically when a page loads, 
use the onload event. The onload event handler triggers the associated function when the 
Web page has completed loading into the browser. The onchange event handler triggers 
when the value of an object changes. For example, when the user selects a list item in the 
select list, the value of the select list is changed. 

To Associate User-Defi ned Functions with the onload Event

The following steps illustrate how to enter JavaScript code to associate the countDown(), scrollColor(), and 
copyRight() user-defi ned functions with the onload event.

Click to the right of • 
the y in the <body> 
tag in line 75, as 
shown in Figure 9–14.

1

Figure 9–14

insertion point in <body> tag; 
press SPACEBAR once to begin 
adding onload event handler
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Press the • SPACEBAR 
once and then 
type onload= 
scrollColor(); 
countDown(); 
copyRight()” within 
the <body> tag. Do 
not press the ENTER key 
(Figure 9–15).

2

Figure 9–15

To Associate a User-Defi ned Function with the onchange Event

When the user selects an item in the select list (changes the value of the select list), this change triggers the 
associated user-defi ned function loadInfo(). The this.form parameter in the function call sends the values of the 
<option> tags to the function. The following step illustrates how to associate the user-defi ned function loadInfo() 
with the onchange event.

Scroll to line 113 and • 
click to the right of 
“Menu”.

Press the • SPACEBAR 
once and then 
type onchange= 
“loadInfo(this.
form)” within the 
<select> tag. Do not 
press the ENTER key 
(Figure 9–16). 

1

Figure 9–16

To Save an HTML File

With the fi rst section of JavaScript code for the Oakwood Elementary School Web 
page complete, you should save the fi le.

  With a USB drive plugged into your computer, click File on the menu bar and then click 
Save As to display the Save As dialog box.

  Type chapter9-1solution.html in the File name text box (do not press the ENTER key).

  Click Computer in the left-hand side of the dialog box to display a list of available drives.

  If necessary, scroll until your USB drive, such as UDISK 2.0 (G:), appears in the list of 
available drives.

1

2

3

4

do not press ENTER 
key after entering 
event handler

enter onchange event 
handler to call loadInfo() 
user-defi ned function

do not press ENTER 
key after onload 
event handler

onload event handler to call 
scrollColor(), countDown(), 
and copyRight() user-defi ned 
functions

position insertion 
point after Menu and 
press SPACEBAR once
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  If necessary, open the Chapter09\ChapterFiles folder.

  Click the Save button in the Save As dialog box to save the fi le on the USB fl ash drive with 
the name chapter9-1solution.html (Figure 9–17). 

5

6

Figure 9–17

To Test the Completed Web Page

Once you complete your JavaScript code, you should test the code in a browser. The 
following steps illustrate how to open a browser, such as Internet Explorer, and load the 
chapter9-1solution.html Web page to test if the JavaScript works correctly. 

  Open Internet Explorer and type g:\Chapter09\ChapterFiles\chapter9-1solution
.html in the Address box.

  Press ENTER to display the Web page (Figure 9–18a). If a security message appears, click 
that bar, click the Allow Blocked Content option that displays, and then click Yes in the 
confi rmation dialog box.

  Select October PTO in the drop-down menu list to display the October PTO Web page.

  Click the Back button on the Standard Buttons toolbar to return to the Oakwood 
Elementary School home page.

  Select State Achievement Test in the drop-down menu list (Figure 9–18b) to display the 
State Achievement Test Web page.

  Click the Back button on the Standard Buttons toolbar to return to the Oakwood 
Elementary School home page, and select October Fundraiser from the drop-down menu 
list to display the October Fest Fundraiser Web page.

1

2

3

4

5

6

click Save button 
to save fi le with 
new fi le name

enter new fi le 
name in File 
name text box
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  Click the Back button on the Standard Buttons toolbar to return to the Oakwood 
Elementary School home page. 

Should I always allow a Web page running an ActiveX control to load? 

For the Web page you just created, or one you are familiar with, you can let the ActiveX 
c ontrol execute. If you are not familiar with a Web site, however, it is not advisable to let 
them run. 

What should I do if the Web page is not displaying properly? 

If your Web page is not displaying correctly, close any error message and then click the 
 Notepad++ button on the taskbar. Check your JavaScript code according to Figures 9–3 
through 9–17 on pages HTML 416 through HTML 437. Correct any errors, save the fi le, 
click the Internet Explorer taskbar button to activate the browser, and then click the Refresh 
button on the Standard Buttons toolbar. 

Is there any way to display all the errors on a Web page at once? 

Internet Explorer does not offer this feature. If the JavaScript code is missing periods, is 
 missing quotation marks, or has misspelled words, the Web page displays with errors. To 
 continue loading the Web page, click the OK button in the dialog box. The browser will 
cease to process any more JavaScript code, but will load what it can of the Web page. After 
you fi x the errors, refresh the Web page to see if any other errors are found. 

7

Q
&

A
Q

&
A

Q
&

A

Figure 9–18

(a)

(b)

mouse pointer 
points to 
October PTO in 
drop-down list

scroll bar changed 
to match yellow 
and gold colors in 
Web page banner

fi le URL, copyright 
information, and 
date last modifi ed

dynamic 
message with 
countdown to 
Columbus Day

Oakwood Elementary 
School Student State 
Achievement Test 
Web page opens in 
Web browser
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To Validate a Web Page

Now that you have tested the Web page and made sure the JavaScript works as 
desired, you should validate the page at the w3.org Web site. 

  Open Internet Explorer and navigate to the Web site validator.w3.org.

  Click the Validate by File Upload tab.

  Click the Browse button.

  Locate the chapter9-1solution.html fi le on your storage device and click the fi le name.

  Click the Open button on the Choose File to Upload dialog box and the fi le name will be 
inserted into the File box.

  Click the Check button. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

To Print an HTML File

After completing and testing the Web page, you should print the HTML fi le using 
Notepad++ for future reference. 

  Click the Notepad++ icon on the taskbar and click the chapter9-1solution.html tab to 
activate the fi le.

  Click File on the menu bar and then click Print. Click the Print button in the Print dialog box.

1

2

To Quit Notepad++ and a Browser

  In Notepad++, click the File menu, then Close All.

  Click the Close button on the Notepad++ window title bar.

  Click the Close button on all open browser windows.

1

2

3

Chapter Summary
In this chapter, you learned basic JavaScript concepts and how to write and insert JavaScript code to make your Web 
page more dynamic and interactive. The items listed below include all the new HTML and JavaScript skills you have 
learned in this chapter.

 1. Enter a <div> Tag Container (HTML 416)
 2. Enter the Start <script> and Comment Tags 

(HTML 418)
 3. Extract the Current System Date Using the Date() 

Object (HTML 423)
 4. Calculate the Number of Days to a Future Date 

(HTML 425)
 5. Display Text and Variable Values to a Web Page 

Using innerHTML (HTML 427)
 6. Enter the User-Defi ned Function to Change the 

Browser Scroll Bar Color (HTML 428)

 7. Enter the User-Defi ned Function to Link to a 
New URL Using the Drop-Down Menu List 
(HTML 431)

 8. Include the Date Last Modifi ed and a Copyright 
Message in a Text String (HTML 433)

 9. Enter the End Comment and End </script> Tags 
(HTML 434)

 10. Associate User-Defi ned Functions with the onload 
Event (HTML 435)

 11. Associate a User-Defi ned Function with the 
onchange Event (HTML 436)

Quick Reference 
For a list of JavaScript 
statements and their 
associated attributes, 
see the JavaScript Quick 
Reference (Appendix G) 
at the back of this book, 
or visit the HTML Quick 
Reference Web page 
(scsite.com/HTML6e/qr).
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Learn It Online

Test your knowledge of chapter content and key terms.

Instructions: To complete the Learn It Online exercises, start your browser, click the Address bar, and 
then enter the Web address scsite.com/html6e/learn. When the HTML Learn It Online page 
is displayed, click the link for the exercise you want to complete and read the instructions.

Chapter Reinforcement TF, MC, and SA
A series of true/false, multiple choice, and short 
answer questions that test your knowledge of the 
chapter content.

Flash Cards
An interactive learning environment where 
you identify chapter key terms associated with 
displayed defi nitions.

Practice Test
A series of multiple choice questions that test your 
knowledge of chapter content and key terms.

Who Wants To Be a Computer Genius?
An interactive game that challenges your 
knowledge of chapter content in the style of 
a television quiz show.

Wheel of Terms
An interactive game that challenges your 
knowledge of chapter key terms in the style of 
the television show, Wheel of Fortune.

Crossword Puzzle Challenge
A crossword puzzle that challenges your knowledge 
of key terms presented in the chapter.

Apply Your Knowledge

Reinforce the skills and apply the concepts you learned in this chapter.

Adding User-Defi ned Functions
Instructions: Start Notepad++. Open the fi le apply9-1.html from the Chapter09\Apply folder of the 
Data Files for Students. See the inside back cover of this book for instructions on downloading the 
Data Files for Students, or contact your instructor for information about accessing the required fi les.

The apply9-1.html fi le is a partially completed HTML fi le that you will use for this exercise. 
Figure 9–19 shows the Apply Your Knowledge Web page as it should be displayed in a browser after 
the JavaScript has been added. This problem requires using JavaScript to change the scroll bar color, 
to display a dynamic message, and display copyright information and the date the Web page was last 
modifi ed. The problem also requires adding event handlers in the <body> tag to invoke the JavaScript 
user-defi ned functions.

Perform the following tasks:

 1. Using Figure 9–3 on page HTML 416 as a guide, enter a <div> tag with an id name of displayDate 
between the two green divider images at line 47.

 2. Enter the beginning of a JavaScript code section for a user-defi ned function in the <head> section 
of the Web page before the <style> tag. Be sure to include a comment line to hide the JavaScript 
from old browsers.

 3. Using the code in Tables 9–15, 9–17, and 9–19 on pages HTML 422, 425, and 427 as a guide, write 
a JavaScript user-defi ned function to display the countdown message shown in Figure 9–19. Use 
your own current and future dates for this Web page.
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 4. Using the code in Table 9–21 on page HTML 429 as a guide, enter the code for a user-defi ned 
function called scrollColor() to change the scroll bar face color and scroll bar track color to the 
hexadecimal values shown in Table 9–28.

Figure 9–19

Continued >

Table 9–28 Scroll Bar Colors

scroll bar face color: #007040

scroll bar track color: #000000

copyright and 
date the Web 
page was last 
modifi ed

scroll bar color 
matches Web 
page banner 
color scheme

dynamic 
message
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 5. Make sure to enter the closing brace for the function, followed by the closing HTML tags to close 
the <script> section. 

 6. Using the code in Table 9–26 on page HTML 432 as a guide, enter the code to create a <div> tag 
container with an id attribute of copyright in the last table row with a column span of 2.

 7. Using the code in Table 9–27 on page HTML 432 as a guide, write a user-defi ned function using the 
<div> tag container and the innerHTML property to display the document URL, a copyright message, 
and the date the document was last modifi ed at the bottom of the Web page, as shown in Figure 9–19 
on the previous page.

 8. Enter the onload event handler in the <body> tag to call the three user-defi ned functions when the 
Web page loads.

 9. Save the revised fi le in the Chapter09\Apply folder using the fi le name apply9-1solution.html.

 10. Validate the fi le using the w3.org validator.

11. View and test the Web page in your browser.

 12. If any errors occur, check the code against Steps 1 through 8, make any required changes, save the 
fi le using the same fi le name, and then refresh the Web page in the browser.

13. Submit the revised HTML fi le and Web page in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

Extend Your Knowledge

Extend the skills you learned in this chapter and experiment with new skills. You will need to 
search the Internet to complete the assignment.

Learning More about Displaying Messages
Instructions: Start Notepad++ and your browser. Open the fi le extend9-1.html from the Chapter09\Extend 
folder of the Data Files for Students. See the inside back cover of this book for instructions on downloading 
the Data Files for Students, or contact your instructor for information about accessing the required fi les.

Perform the following tasks:

 1. Search the Internet for the JavaScript instructions on how to display a message on the status bar of 
your browser. (Hint: Look for properties of the Windows object.)

 2. In a <script> section, write the code for a user-defi ned function, called statusMsg(), that assigns the 
message “The Allen County Fair Grounds are open every day except Thanksgiving and Christmas.” 
on the status bar.

 3. Search the Internet for the proper scroll bar names for the arrow and shadow color. Using the code 
in Table 9–21 on page HTML 429 as a guide, enter the code for a user-defi ned function called 
newScroll() to change the scroll bar colors to the hexadecimal values shown in Table 9–29.

Apply Your Knowledge continued

Table 9–29 Scroll Bar Colors

scroll bar face color: #000000

scroll bar arrow color: #ffffff

scroll bar track color: #999999

scroll bar shadow color: #ffffff

 4. Locate the blank line between the black divider line images, enter the <div> tag container for the 
dynamic message. 
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 5. Using the code from Tables 9–15, 9–17, and 9–19, write the user-defi ned function to display the 
dynamic message shown in Figure 9–20. Pick a date about 30 days from the current date to use in 
the calculation.

 6. The <div> tag is not the only container tag. What other tag can be used to contain items? In the 
last row of the table, beneath the two car images, enter a container tag with an id attribute of 
dateMsg. 

 7. Write the JavaScript user-defi ned function to display the copyright and the date last modifi ed using 
the substring() method, as shown in Table 9–12 on page HTML 421, to display only the year 
portion of the date last modifi ed.

 8. Add the onload event handler to the <body> tag to call all the user-defi ned functions when the Web 
page loads.

 9. Save the revised fi le in the Chapter09\Extend folder using the fi le name extend9-1solution.html.

 10. Validate the fi le using the w3.org validation Web page.

 11. View and test the Web page in your browser.

 12. If any errors occur, check the code against Steps 1 through 8, make any required changes, save the 
fi le using the same fi le name, and then refresh the Web page in the browser.

 13. Submit the revised HTML fi le and Web page in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

Figure 9–20
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Make It Right

Analyze the JavaScript code on a Web page and correct all errors.

Correcting Syntax Errors and Inserting Missing Code
Instructions: Start your browser. Open the fi le makeitright9-1.html from the Chapter09\MakeItRight 
folder of the Data Files for Students. See the inside back cover of this book for instructions for 
downloading the Data Files for Students, or see your instructor for information on accessing the fi les 
required in this book.

The Web page shown in Figure 9–21 is an announcement for a sorority Ice Cream Social. This 
Web page has four errors that you are to fi nd and correct.

Perform the following tasks:

 1. When you open the makeitright9-1.html fi le in the browser, you will notice that the scroll bar 
did not change color, the dynamic message did not display between the horizontal lines, and the 
copyright and date last modifi ed did not display.

 2. Start Notepad++. Open the makeitright9-1.html fi le. Save the HTML fi le in the Chapter09\
MakeItRight folder using the fi le name makeitright9-1solution.html. 

 3. Compare the code in the user-defi ned function to the code to change the scroll bar color in 
Table 9–21 on page HTML 429. Make the changes necessary to change the scroll bar color in 
the Phi Beta Alpha Ice Cream Social Web page.

 4. Compare the code in Tables 9–15, 9–17, and 9–19 on pages HTML 422, 425, and 427, to the code 
in the dynamic message in the Phi Beta Alpha Ice Cream Social Web page, and make corrections 
as necessary. 

 5. Make sure the user-defi ned functions are called properly by the correct event handlers, and that 
they are in the correct locations.

 6. Save the corrected HTML fi le and test it using your browser. If errors occur, check your code and 
save again. Your Web page should look similar to Figure 9–21.

 7. Submit the revised HTML fi le and Web page in the format specifi ed by your instructor.
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Figure 9–21
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Figure 9–22

select list with 
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Web page 
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In the Lab

Design and/or create a Web page using the guidelines, concepts, and skills presented in this 
chapter. Labs are listed in order of increasing diffi culty.

Lab 1: Creating a Web Page for the St. Michael’s Hospital Health Care Fair
Problem: You work for St. Michael’s Hospital IT Department and have been asked to create a Web 
site to promote the Health Care Fair. You create the Web page shown in Figure 9–22, which includes 
changing the color of the scroll bar, using a drop-down menu to link to related Web pages, and add the 
copyright and date last modifi ed at the bottom of the Web page.
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Instructions: Perform the following tasks:
 1. Start Notepad++ and open the lab9-1.html fi le from the Chapter09\IntheLab folder of the Data 

Files for Students.

 2. Save the fi le as lab9-1solution.html.

 3. Start a new <script> section in the <head> section under the <title> tag.

 4. Write JavaScript user-defi ned function to change the scroll bar colors called scrollColor(). Use the 
code in Table 9–21 on page HTML 429 as a guide, and use the following color values for the scroll 
bar face and track colors:

  face color: #be1e20

  track color: #000000

 5. Write a JavaScript user-defi ned function called loadInfo() that uses the selectedIndex value of 
the Menu <select> list in the announceMenu <form>. Use the code in Table 9–24 on page 
HTML 431 as a guide.

 6. Enter the HTML code to create a <div> tag with the id attribute of displayCopyRight after the <p> 
tag and the closing </table> tag but before the closing </body> tag. 

 7. Write a JavaScript user-defi ned function, called copyRight(), to display the copyright and date-
last-modifi ed message, as shown in Figure 9–22. The date the document was last modifi ed should 
display only the date, not the time, using a substring() method on the lastModifi ed property.

 8. Add the onchange event handler in the <select> tag to call the loadInfo() function. Then, add the 
proper event handler to the <body> tag to call the scrollColor() and copyRight() user-defi ned 
functions when the Web page loads.

 9. Save the completed HTML fi le, validate it, and test it using your browser. If an error occurs, check 
your code and save and test again.

 10. Submit the completed HTML fi le and Web page in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

In the Lab

Lab 2: Tri-State Job Fair
Problem: You are an intern at Tri-State Employment Services. Your supervisor knows of your Web 
page development experience and asks you to create a Web page announcing an upcoming job fair. The 
Web page should include links to other pages of information using a drop-down menu. In addition, your 
supervisor wants to add a dynamic announcement with a countdown to when the job fair will occur. You 
suggest adding some color to the scroll bar, and copyright information with the date-last-modifi ed at the 
bottom of the Web page. You add the JavaScript to make the Web page appear as in Figure 9–23 on the 
next page.

Continued >
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Figure 9–23

In the Lab continued
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Instructions: Perform the following tasks:
 1. Start Notepad++ and open the lab9-2.html fi le from the Chapter09\IntheLab folder of the Data 

Files for Students.

 2. Save the fi le as lab9-2solution.html.

 3. Start a new <script> section in the <head> section, on the line following the <title> tag, for four 
user-defi ned functions.

 4. Write a JavaScript function to change the scroll bar colors called jobfairScroll(). Use the code in 
Table 9–21 as a guide, and use the following color values for the scroll bar face and track colors:

  face color: #00aef0

  track color: #999999

 5. Write a JavaScript function called menuLinks() that uses the selectedIndex value of the Menu <select> 
list in the infoMenu <form>. Use the code in Table 9–24 on page HTML 431 as a guide.

 6. Enter the HTML code to create a <div> tag with an id attribute of displayDate between the two 
blue divider line images. 

 7. Write a JavaScript user-defi ned function called countDown() to take the current date and calculate 
the number of days until the job fair. Use a future date associated with the current date in your 
code. The script code should display a dynamic message, as shown in Figure 9–23.

 8. Before the closing </body> tag, enter the HTML code to create a <div> tag with an id attribute of 
displayCopyRight. 

 9. Using the code in Table 9–27 on page HTML 432, write the JavaScript user-defi ned function to 
display a copyright message and the date the Web page was last modifi ed. 

 10. Add the event handler to call the jobfairScroll(), countDown(), and copyRight() functions when the 
Web page loads, and the event handler to call the menuLinks() function when the user selects an 
item from the drop-down list. Place these event handlers in the appropriate HTML tags. 

 11. Save the completed HTML fi le, validate it, and test it using your browser. If an error occurs, check 
your code and save and test again.

 12. Submit the completed HTML fi le and Web page in the format specifi ed by your instructor.
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In the Lab

Lab 3: Miller High School Band Web Page
Problem: You are a member of the Miller High School Band Board. Because of your experience as a Web 
master, the board has asked you to create a Web page that announces upcoming events (Figure 9–24).

Figure 9–24
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Instructions: Perform the following tasks:
 1. Start Notepad++ and open the lab9-3.html fi le from the Chapter09\IntheLab folder. Save the fi le 

as lab9-3solution.html.

 2. Using the techniques learned in this chapter, write the JavaScript code to create a dynamic message 
with a countdown, change the scroll bar color, and use the selectedIndex in the <select> tag to link 
to new Web pages. The menu links are December Meeting Minutes, Dates to Remember, and 
Auditions. In addition, add a copyright notice and the date the Web page was last modifi ed. Use a 
future date near the current date for this lab. Use #20409a for the scroll bar face color, and #ffde20 
for the scroll bar track color.

 3. Save the completed HTML fi le, validate it, and test it using your browser. If an error occurs, check 
your code, and save and test again.

 4. Submit the completed HTML fi le and Web page in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

Cases and Places

Apply your creative thinking and problem-solving skills to design and implement a solution. 

• EASIER    •• MORE DIFFICULT

• 1: Create the Fix-It Hardware Web Site
Your uncle who owns a local hardware store has asked you to create a Web page to launch his new 
online presence. Use the fi le case9-1.html in the Cases and Places folder of the Data Files for Students 
and create a dynamic greeting announcing the number of days until the Independence Day sale, change 
the color of the scroll bar, and add the document URL and date-last-modifi ed information in the last 
data cell of the table. Save as case9-1solution.html.

•• 2: Create the City of Ashland Centennial Home Page
As a summer intern for the city of Ashland, you have been asked to create the online announcement for 
the city’s centennial celebration of 150 years of existence. The page should have a drop-down menu list 
with links to block parties, park department activities, and parades Web pages. The home page should 
change the scroll bar face color to #6575ae and the track color to #ffffff. Make up information about 
holding block parties to celebrate the founding of the city. Create a dynamic message indicating the 
number of days to the main celebration on March 9. Be sure to add the document URL and the date 
last modifi ed at the end of the home page. 

•• 3: Create the Allen Travel Agency Web Site
As the newly hired Webmaster for Allen Travel Agency, you are going to redesign its Web site. You want 
to add a dynamic message to announce the number of days until the upcoming cruise: “We have X days 
until the Star Liner Alaskan Cruise,” where X is the days until the Alaskan Cruise. You use a drop-down 
menu to link to Cruise Planning, Honeymoon Planning, and a Cruise Meeting and write a JavaScript 
user-defi ned function to change the URL location. 

Because CSS does not have a standard for changing scroll bar colors, you add a JavaScript user-
defi ned function to change the face color to #f7901e, and the track color to #ffff00. At the bottom of 
the Web page, you display the copyright information and the date the Web page was last modifi ed. 
Display only the date, not the time, with the lastModifi ed property. Be sure to add the proper event 
handlers in the correct locations to call the user-defi ned functions. Use fi les from the Chapter09\
CasesandPlaces folder of the Data Files for Students to help build your Web site.

Continued >
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•• 4: Create a Family Web Page

Make It Personal
Many families have begun sharing information via the Internet. Many people use Facebook® or 
MySpace® to share photos and other information. Carefully consider your own family and friends, and 
then use the concepts and techniques presented in this chapter to create a Web page that announces a 
birthday, wedding, anniversary, or some other special family event. Use a dynamic message to display 
the current date and the number of days to the event. Make your page long enough (perhaps add 
several photos) so that the scroll bar is active and write the JavaScript user-defi ned function to change 
the scroll bar color. Create a drop-down menu list to link to other Web pages that you have created 
or that already exist, such as links to family or friends who have Web pages or FaceBook sites. Add a 
copyright notice and add the date the page was last modifi ed at the bottom in small print. Be sure to 
check spelling and grammar on the Web pages that you create.

•• 5: Critique an Existing Web Site 

Working Together
Many organizations in your community have Web pages. Each team member should search for these 
organizations’ Web pages. Your team should fi nd at least eight to ten Web sites. Print the Web pages and 
critique the layout and information presented on the page. Try to determine if the Web site has used 
JavaScript or some other scripting method (you can look at the source code). As a group, list four to fi ve 
features that you like on each page, and four to fi ve features you think could be improved on each page. 
If you fi nd that a page used JavaScript, make note of how JavaScript was used for future reference in 
this book. Write up your evaluation and critique as a team and hand in the printed Web pages with the 
critique report.

Cases and Places continued
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